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D: One Day Jinshanling Great Wall Hiking Tour - Valid Till: 31 Dec 2020 

 

Departure: Daily 

Duration: Approx.8 hours 

Pick-up point and time: Your Hotel（within 2nd ring road）between 5:40am and 7:00am 

Finishing point and time: subway station around 18:30pm 

Picking up area: within 2nd ring road, if it’s over the limitation, please go to McDonalds 

restaurant nearby exit C of Dongzhi Men Subway Station . 

Language: English 

Tour Price: USD95/Person 

 

Itinerary: 

 

Around 5:40am-7:30am pick up from your hotel in downtown Beijing. We offer fast breakfast on 

the way. Arrival at Jinshanling Great Wall around10:00am. Jinshanling Great Wall is located about 

130 km from downtown Beijing. Hike from the east section of Jinshanling Great Wall to the 

General Tower. The Jinshanling Great Wall was first constructed built in the Ming Dynasty. The 

famous general, Xu Da, of the early Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) supervised and directed the 

construction of the Great Wall. Later, Qi Jiguang led a number of defense works while guarding 

the north area in 1567. 

 

The trip hike is about 6 km and takes about 3 hours. Each tower has its unique feature and look. 

There are relatively less crowded here at Jinshanling Great Wall, it is a nice place to explore the 

Great Wall in Beijing. After lunch, Return to downtown and drop-off along the subway station. 

 

Price includes: 

★ Transfer between hotel and attractions on join-in basis 

★ Sharing English speaking guide service 

★ Entrance fee to attractions listed in the itinerary. 

★ Meals as itinerary specifies 

  

Price excludes: 

★ International and domestic airfare or train fare 

★ Visa fee 

★ Hotel accommodation 

★ Tips for guides, escort, drives, bellman, etc. 

★ Personal expenses 

★ Optional tours, meals, activities and services 

★  Travel Insurance 

 

 

  

       (XT – 22/01/2020) 
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